
The Bunting Project 
Stokers Siding Dunbible Hall   

 

A contemporary twist on the traditional craft of bunting through making an installation that 

represents our community. A project connecting Stokers Siding/Dunbible Memorial Hall to 

the community, via the process of donating fabric to make bunting that tells the stories of local 

people -past, present and future. 
 
Please print clearly  

 

Contact details 

Name:     Email:     Phone number: 

 

When did you arrive in Stokers Siding? 

 

How long did / or have you lived in Stokers? 

 

Year arrived:    Year left:    Still here: 
 
 

In a few words describe how this piece of fabric represents some aspect of your life in Stokers 

Siding.  Eg. It maybe an old apron that you wore to serve at the school canteen, or a tea towel that 

you would use while watching the birds out your kitchen window. It may just be a piece of fabric that 
has the colours of the Stokers sunset, or a shirt you wore while gardening. It may be an old school 
uniform you wore to the Stokers Public School or a favourite t-shirt etc. 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

To construct the bunting we need the fabric to be about a 30 cm by 45 cm rectangle. 

If it’s smaller that is still okay but we would prefer a larger piece.  If you have any 

unwanted fabric that we could use to incorporate into the bunting as filler it would 

be most appreciated. 
 

Thank you for you time and contribution. We will contact you again when it’s time for 

the grand opening of the Bunting Project so you can enjoy an afternoon of nibbles 

and drinks with the extended Stokers community. 
 

For returning your fabric and story or further information please contact: 

Project co-ordinators:  

Peta Rowney, email: petarowney@gmail.com    Ph:  6677 9224 

Christine Watson, email: ilikecats57@gmail.com   Ph:  6677 9370 


